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Espace topologique
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ouverts, voisinage, Hausdorff, application continue,
homéomorphisme

exemple:  R  , coordonnées, (hyper-)cubes ouverts,
homéomorphismes
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Variété topologique
Structure formelle de l'espace-tempsStructure formelle de l'espace-temps

(U,ϕ)  :  carte locale 

U :  domaine de la carte locale

ϕ  :  diffeomorphisme local

ϕ(U)  :  image de la carte locale

R    :  grille
n
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Variété topologique
Structure formelle de l'espace-tempsStructure formelle de l'espace-temps

atlas de cartes locales

parametres de la grille

A = { (U ,ϕ ) | ( U = V }nii ii
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Variété différentiable
Structure formelle de l'espace-tempsStructure formelle de l'espace-temps

atlas de classe  C k



              A coordinate system is defined by (the parameterized congruences of) 
              its coordinate lines,  by (the one-parameter families of) its  coordinate
              hypersurfaces, or by a convenient set of these two elements.
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Lignes et surfaces coordonnées
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          There are obstructions to construct general location systems by means of their 
parameterized (congruences of) lignes.  The physical fields able to construct general 
location systems are those defining parameterized families of hypersurfaces.
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Repères naturels et metriques

Natural frames and coframes.  

Conditions for frames and coframes to be natural.

Consequences. 

Metric frames and coframes. 

Conditions for metric frames to be natural. 

	 i) of same coordinate system

Hessian metrics.

        ii) of different coordinate systems

                                   

   Coordinate systems in (general) relativity
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Different definitions for the same coordinate system:

	 	 Extrinsic and intrinsic definitions	 	

	 	 Integral and differential

Manifolds admitting it  (definition dependence):

	 	 Coordinate systems generic for a class

Gruping coordinate systems by an invariant object:

	 	  Yano vectorfield 

	 	

Generating new coordinate systems:

	 	 Dual definitions

Définitions des systèmes de coordonnées
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Different definitions for the same coordinate system:

	 	 Extrinsic and intrinsic definitions	 	

	 	 Integral and differential

Manifolds admitting it  (definition dependence):

	 	 Coordinate systems generic for a class

Causal classes of coordinate systems 

Définitions des systèmes de coordonnées
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Classes causales  de systèmes de coordonnées
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are respectively  time-like , space-like  coordinate

t , e
T , E

T  ,  E

               τ   ,   ε 

lines or tangent vectors
surfaces or planes

hypersuperficies or 3-planes
functions or co-vectors

The 4 Causal Classes of Newtonian Frames
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Définitions des systèmes de coordonnées
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Définitions des systèmes de coordonnées Définitions des systèmes de coordonnées 
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are respectively  time-like , like-light , space-like  coordinate
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Coordonnées harmoniquesCoordonnées harmoniques

The heuristic of harmonic coordinates  

Their interest in classical measurements of the space

Their roles in the initial problem of Einstein equations:
	 	 (+)	 determinism
	 	 (+)  reality of small perturbations
	 	 (+)  roughness of initial conditions
	 	  (-)  too restrictive for such purposes
	 	  (-)  physically uninteresting

Their recommendation by the U.A.I.



Problems of physical interpretation

• Although we believe that harmonic coordinates have an important future role,
m any of t h e p r esent p hysical ap p licat ion s in
which they appear risk strongly to be incorrect.

• It is the case when harmonic coordinates are chosen adapted to privilegiate
observers (for example, solar system). This apparently innocuous ‘choice’ in
fact constraints unphysically the evolution of the system.

• Th is is a con sequ en ce of a t h eor em ( Bel- Coll) st at in g t h e con d it ion s u n d er
which harmonic coordinates may be adapted to a given congruence.

• In particular, for the most ’almost classical’ non stationary situations, in which
the observer is irrotationally rigid (in Born sense), it is shown that never exist

harmonic coordinates adapted to it.

1



   Coordinate systems in (general) relativity

Coordonnées harmoniquesCoordonnées harmoniques

Construction de coordonnées harmoniques au moyen de
signaux électromagnétiques  



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

1 Introduction

2 Harmonic front waves in gravitational space-times

3 Harmonic light cones in Minkowski space-time
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Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

1 Introduction

We have seen the important roles that:

• light signals play in realizations of location systems,

• harmonic coordinates play in the deterministic character of Einstein equations, and
in some other interesting g-problems.

⇓

Natural question: can harmonic coordinates be constructed by means of light signals?

1



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

1 Introduction

We shall prove two negative results:

• that in empty gravitational space-times, positioning systems constructed with har-
monic light signals do not exist.

• that in Minkowski space-times the signals emitted by an event can never be har-
monic.

1



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

2. Harmonic signals in gravitational space-times

Let ϕ be a harmonic function such that its level hypersurfaces ϕ(x) = constant are
light-like front waves:

∆ϕ = 0 , g∗(df, df) = 0 . (1)

Applying covariant derivative a,d Laplacian to the light condition and combining them,
it follows:

Proposition 1: The Hessian H ≡ Hess ϕ of a harmonic function ϕ of null gradient,

verifies:

(H,H) + i2(dϕ∗)T = 0 , i(dϕ∗)H = 0 , tr H = 0

where T is the energy tensor of the medium.

1



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

2. Harmonic signals in gravitational space-times

To solve algebraically these equations, express H in terms, for example, of a null Newman-
Penrose tetrad {ℓ ≡ dϕ,m, p, q} , and apply successively the second, third and first equa-
tions.

Proposition 2: In vacuum or under weak energy conditions, i2(v)T ≥ 0 for any

causal field, the Hessian H ≡ Hess ϕ of a harmonic function ϕ of null gradient, is of

the form:

H = ℓ ⊗ e + e ⊗ ℓ , ℓ.e = 0 .

1



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

2. Harmonic signals in gravitational space-times

The study of the integrability conditions for the null symmetric tensor H gives:

Proposition 3: In vacuum, every harmonic function ϕ of null gradient, ℓ ≡ dϕ,

g∗(ℓ, ℓ) = 0, verifies:

ℓρℓσRαρ, βσ = Φℓαℓβ . (1)

where Rαρ, βσ are the components of the Riemann tensor, and Φ is a scalar.

which says that ℓ is a multiple principal (Debever degenerate) direction of the Riemann
tensor:

ℓαℓρℓσRρβ, σγ − ℓβℓρℓσRρα, σγ = 0 . (2)

Consequently:

Theorem 1: In vacuum, non flat space-times, there exists at most two functionally

independent harmonic families of null wave fronts. The existence of one or two of such

wave fronts correspond respectively to type II or type D space-times.

1



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

3. Harmonic light cones in Minkowski space-times

• In Cartesian coordinates {xα
}, the one-parametric family of Minkowskian light cones

emitted by a time-like curve κν(s) is:

Ψ(xα, s) ≡ ηµν(x
µ
− κµ(s))(xν

− κν(s)) = 0 . (1)

• One has:

Ψ′

s = Ψ′

κρ

dκρ

ds
= −2ηµρ(x

µ
− κµ)

dκρ

ds
≤ 0 ,

so that exists σ(s),
Ψ(xα, s) = 0 ⇔ s = σ(xα) . (2)

such that for every value of s, σ(xα) is the light cone centred at the event κα(s) of
Minkowski space-time.

1



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

3. Harmonic light cones in Minkowski space-times

• By differentiation
Ψ′

αdxα + Ψ̇ds = 0 , ds = σαdxα .

It follows,

σα =
ηαµ(xµ

− κµ)

ηρσ(xρ
− κρ)vσ

,

where vσ
≡ dκσ/ds . One has then (dσ, dσ) = 0 , (dσ, v) = 1,

• With aµ
≡ dvµ/ds the acceleration and A ≡ Nρa

ρ , one has

Proposition 5: The Hessian of the function σ defining the family of light cones

centred on an arbitrary time-like curve is given by

∇dσ =
1

V

{
η − dσ⊗̃v + ((v, v) − A) dσ ⊗ dσ

}
.

1



Light signals in General Relativity

Harmonic signals

3. Harmonic light cones in Minkowski space-times

• The trace of ∇dσ gives:

∆σ = −

n − 2

V
.

which, for n > 2 and any time-like curve, is well defined and does not vanishes.
Consequently:

Theorem 2: In Minkowski space-time, the families of light cones centred along any

time-like curve can never be defined by harmonic functions.

• Theorems 1 and 2 show that harmonic functions are clearly uninteresting from the
observational or experimental point of view.

• It would be suitable that, on account of these results, the I.A.U. (International
Astronomical Union) reconsider its recommendations concerning the harmonic con-
ditions choice, and study other systems more directly related to observational and
experimental situations.

1



 Operationally defined
coordinate systems

Relativistic Positioning Systems are the best physical realizations of 
coordinate systems conceived up to now.  Their concept, their basic 
properties and relations with reference systems are presented.

Two main applications are proposed and sketched:  

  *  a  primary,   autonomous,  relativistic  positioning  system  for  the
Earth,  using a global navigation satellite system.

   *  a  galactic  positioning  system,  i.e.  physical  relativistic  coordinates 
for the Solar  System  and its  surroundings,  based on the signals 
of (four) millisecond  pulsars.



 

              G-problems and  G-data

 

                P-problems and  P-data

                    

Definitions  of  Location Systems



 

              Physical materialization of a coordinate system  =  location system

 

              Independent definition:

                    In a region of the space-time, a  location system  is a real or virtual, 
	 	   passive,  set of  physical  fields,  parameterized in such a way that 
                   every  event  in the region  is biunivocally  characterized   by the 
                   values  of  the parameters  at  the  event. 

Definitions  of  Location Systems



Real and virtual elements

The real or virtual character of a location system is intimately related 
 to  a very important property: that of being immediate or retarded.  

P1

P2

xx

yy

0 0

Real  and  virtual  location  systems  for  the  plane



Reference Systems and Positioning Systems

           The goal of some location systems is to situate points of a region with respect 
           to one observer (generally located at the origin).  Such location systems are
           known as reference systems. 

           The goal of other location systems is to indicate its own position to every point
           of the region.  They are called here positioning systems.
 



Reference and positioning hierarchy

        In Newtonian theory, as far as the velocity of light is supposed infinite, 
        both goals are exchangeable in a sole location system. 

        In relativity this is no longer possible:

It is impossible to construct a positioning system 
from a reference system

 
       

One may always (and very easily) construct a
reference system from a positioning system



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Positioning basic conditions

                  Positioning systems are here supposed to be

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       generic
  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       free

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       immediate



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Positioning basic conditions (2)

                  A positioning system is  generic  (for a given class of space-times) 
                  if it can be constructed in any space-time (of the class)

	          Cartesian systems are not generic but for (the class of) Minkowski 
                  space-time.

                  Harmonic systems are generic for (the class of) all space-times.
 



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Positioning basic conditions (3)

                  A positioning system is  (gravity-) free  if  its construction does not
                  need the previous knowledge of the gravitational field
                  

	          Any of the usual location systems are free. 

                  In particular, harmonic systems are not free.



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Positioning basic conditions (4)

                  A positioning system is  immediate  if  every event of its domain
                  may know its coordinates without delay

	          Poincaré synchronization (two-way signals from a focus) does not 
                 give rise to an immediate system: 

               
 

t

t1

t2

r

Inertial
Observer

Event

_t =     (t1 + t0) 1
2

_r =     (t1 - t0) 1
2



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 The set of positioning systems

             Important epistemic result: 

              the set of  generic, free and immediate relativistic positioning systems 
              constitute a small class of  location systems

             The simplest system of the class consists of four  point sources
             broadcasting numbered signals.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	    
	     Their coordinate hypersurfaces are the loci of equal signal events.



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 2D scheme



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

User  grid (2)

Observer

(τ  , τ  )   1 2

τ2

τ1



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

Primary  and  autonomous  positioning

      A positioning system is autonomous if it is
    	 	 	 	 	 	  	 	 -  passive 
	 	 	 	 	 	  	 	 -  metric

    	 	 - It is passive if the broadcasted information allows any user 
           	   to know  his proper coordinates 

        		 - It is  metric  if the broadcasted information  allow  any user 
          	   to know  his local units of time and distance.

A  positioning system  is primary if its protocol of construction is not 
based in another previous location system



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

Geodetic  satellites

τ  1 τ  2
2ds   =                d     d

τ  2τ  1 
1 τ' 2τ'

1 1 

21 In the coordinate system  {τ  ,τ  }  generated
by two geodetic  satellites in 2D Minkowski 
space-time, and in terms of their coordinates
{τ  ,τ' } and  {τ  ,τ' }, the space-time metric 
interval is given by:

22



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

User  grid (2)

Observer

(τ  , τ' )   1 2

(τ  , τ  )   1 2

(τ' , τ  )   1 2

Satellite 1

Satellite 2τ2

τ1



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

User  grid (2)

(τ  , τ' )   1 2

(τ' , τ  )   1 2

Satellite 1

Satellite 2τ2

τ1



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Geodetic  Satellite  grid

Satellite 1

Satellite 2τ2

τ1

t

x

Satellite 2

Satellite 1



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Accelerated  satellite  grid

Satellite 1

Satellite 2τ2

τ1

t

x

Satellite 1

Satellite 2



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Coordinates hypersurfaces

        They are thus null hypersurfaces. 

        

        From Table II, all these coordinate 
        systems belong to the sole causal
        class 

                      { llll ; TTTTTT ; ssss }



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 4D regularity



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 Degenerate events

An  event  is  degenerate  for the positioning system  { τ , τ , τ , τ   }  if, 
and only if,  any observer at it sees the four signal sources on a circle

1 2 3 4



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

A positioning system for the Earth

The GPS is a jewel of the militar 
engineering, has largely fulfilled 
the schedule of conditions
specifying delivering time and 
performances and offers an almost 
unlimited area of civil 
applications. 

--oo0oo--

 As a technological object, of engineering interest,  the only possible 
improvements seem to be those derived from the technical improvements 
of its components.

As a physical object, of scientific interest,  it seems nevertheless to admit 
radical conceptual innovations...



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

G N S S

 For purposes of geodesy and positioning,      
 the  Earth  may  be  considered  as  a       
 Newtonian  system 
                

But  a  constellation  of  satellite-borne  clocks       
interchanging  their  proper time  around  the 
Earth,   is   a   Relativistic  system  on  its  own          
(Doppler  and  gravitational potential 
relativistic effects)



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

    An Earth-independent system, constituted by 
    the constellation of satellites acting as primary 
    and autonomous positioning system

 A terrestrial system, coupling the Earth reference 
   system (WGS 84 or ITRF) to the autonomous one

 A space agency could (should?) limit its task to realizing the primary 
 positioning system, and delegate to global or local Earth agencies 
 the task of attaching (secondary) terrestrial reference systems to it.

Uncoupling  GNSS



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

Satellite coordinates

How a constellation of satellite-borne clocks,  
arbitrarily   synchronised,   may   constitute  a 
primary,   autonomous   positioning  system? 

Broadcasting  their  proper  time,  and  also
the   proper   time   of   their   neighbouring 
satellites.



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

Devices

       a device  (ISL),  on every satellite,  exchanging proper times  (internal control of 
 the parts of the system)

       a device, on every satellite, broadcasting over the Earth, aside its proper time, 
    those of their neighbours (control by the users : integrity). 

Satellite 1

Satellite  2

ICRS

The  primary autonomous character of the 
relativistic positioning system impose:

        a device, on  four at least of the satellites, 
   pointing to the ICRS (kinematical  celestial 
   reference) or characterizing their dynamics 
   (dynamical celestial reference) in order to 
   define virtual local charts "at rest" with 
   respect to the corresponding celestial 
   reference (external control of the system 
   as a whole). 



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

 A  final  comment

Future TAI              Future CAI   =   International Atomic Coordinates



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

A galactic positioning system A galactic positioning system 

            
            As an application of the above ideas, we propose to take the signals of four
            milisecond pulsars as the basic ingredients of a positioning system for our
            Solar System and its vicinity. 

                      

            

      

       With present-day technology, this locates any space-time event with an 
       accuracy of the order of 4 ns, i.e. of the order of one meter. This is not an 
       extremely precise coordinate system, but it is extremely stable and has a 
       great domain of validity.



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

Rhythmic, sequenced, parameterized signals  Rhythmic, sequenced, parameterized signals  

            
            A signal is rhythmic if it allows to associate  to every instant  a next instant  
            in such a way  that the timelike order of the next instants  of two arbitrary
            instants is the same than that of the two instants.

            By iteration, a rhythmic signal associates to every instant a sequence of
            instants.   A rhythmic  signal  is said  sequenced  if  an  instant  has  been
            associated to it.               

                      

            

      

       A sequenced  signal  is  said  parameterized  if  the  sequence  of  instants 
       is numbered.



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

            
         

                      

            

     To parameterize the sequenced pulses ( families of null hypersurfaces),   
     one can to transport the chosen origin or to broadcast an authentication
     signature allowing to locate it.

A galactic positioning system A galactic positioning system 



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

            
         

                      

            

     To parameterize the sequenced pulses ( families of null hypersurfaces),   
     one can to transport the chosen origin or to broadcast an authentication
     signature allowing to locate it.

A galactic positioning system A galactic positioning system 



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

            
         

                      

            

     To parameterize the sequenced pulses ( families of null hypersurfaces),   
     one can to transport the chosen origin or to broadcast an authentication
     signature allowing to locate it.
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A galactic positioning system A galactic positioning system 



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

            
         

                      

            

A galactic positioning system A galactic positioning system 
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Positioning: Fundamental concepts

The  galactic  frameThe  galactic  frame
	
         We propose to define the  Galactic Positioning Frame  as follows:

	 	          1. By convention the basic four millisecond pulsars will be:

                                    
	 	 	 	    0751+1807 (3.5 ms)     ,      2322+2057    (4.8 ms) ,
                                       0711−6830  (5.5 ms)     ,     1518+0205B (7.9 ms) .

	 	 	

	 	 	 2. We define the origin (τ01, τ02, τ03, τ04) = (0,0,0,0) of the space-time
          coordinates as the event 0H 0' 0'', January 1, 2001, at the focal point of the
          Cambridge radiotelescope (the one that was used for the discovery of the
          pulsars).
  
                  



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

The  galactic  frameThe  galactic  frame

The basic millisecond pulsars and the Solar System

          Then, any other space-time event, on Earth, on the Moon,  anywhere in the 
          Solar system or in its vicinity, provided it is joignable from Earth, has its own
          coordinates attributed.



Positioning: Fundamental concepts

The  galactic  frameThe  galactic  frame

                                                    Shape variation of pulses

 Important point:  the anomalies in shape and arrival time  (within the average 
pulse period)  are  a  signature for the authentication  of  the  origin,  and  may 
give rise to easier methods (radio broadcasting) of  origin transport.
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Some formulaeSome formulae
           A first point of interest: its relatively simple mathematical structure, as
           compared with its Earth analogue based on a constellation of satellites.
	         
	 	 * For the Solar System, the signals of the pulsars may be modelled as 
	   plane waves of very stable period.

                         Galactic coordinates  
  
                         BCRS Cartesian coordinates  

            where the  ni
A  are the director cosinus of pulsar A,  n0

A = 1 , 
            and  νA  its frequency.  
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Some formulae (2)Some formulae (2)

               Conversely :                                             

               where  mA
α  are the inverses of the  nα

A  ,  and the   tA 
=  τA / νA   are the

	       lapses.

          

               The components  g     of the space-time metric   g    in these  'covariant' 
               'light-coordinates'   are given by
                                          

 

                                                          
   

AB *    

ν νg      =             (1 −  n  .n   )AB A B

c 2
A B

x   = c m   tα
R
α R
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Points  of  interestPoints  of  interest

      This model allows

i) to make easy many calculations, but also

ii) to give the first explicit example of Minkowskian relativistic 
positioning systems

iii) to interpret it as the instantaneous asymptotic  limit of the 
relativistic GNSS and

iv) to take it as the order zero in the gravitational field of more 
realistic models. 

   
	   Galactic systems are the paradigmatic examples 

of the general positioning systems
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Points  of  interest  (2)Points  of  interest  (2)
The possibility for the Earth to share a common immediate and relativistic
coordinate system with other planets and satellites would improve the
precision to which we know their position and trajectories.

Should we, one day, be able to equip space-crafts with receivers of pulsar signals 
(in fact, miniature radio telescopes), they could continuously send their space-
time position to us. 

This would help, for instance, in better understanding the vicinity of our Solar
System and, in particular, Pioneer 10/11, Galileo and Ulysses acceleration
anomalies.

   The Pioneer 10/11 plaque




